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Spin coherence excitation and rephasing with optically shelved atoms
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We investigate the use of resonant optical Raman pulses to excite and rephase ground state spin coherences
via the partial storage or shelving of atoms. Unlike direct-rf-excited spin echoes or off-resonant Raman echoes,
the resonant Raman optical field efficiently excites and rephases the spin coherence usingp and 2p pulses,
respectively. In a crystal of Pr31 doped Y2SiO5, we experimentally observe spin echo efficiency as high as
46% of the free induction decay signal.@S0163-1829~98!50142-7#
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The excitation of spin coherent transients with lasers
many potential applications, for example, high resolut
NMR spectroscopy of dilute spin samples,1,2 resonant Raman
optical memory,3 high-resolution position sensing,4 atom
interferometry,5 and quantum computing.6 For these applica-
tions near maximal spin coherence amplitude is desired
achieve such a large spin coherence amplitude using
intensity, cw lasers, resonant laser excitation is required

Commonly used resonant optical techniques to excite s
coherences include coherent population trapping7 ~CPT!,
adiabatic passage8 ~AP!, quantum beats9 ~QB!, and coherent
Raman beats10 ~CRB!. Of these CPT has recently demo
strated the ability to create large amplitude spin coheren
capable of producing electromagnetically induc
transparency11 ~EIT! in optically dense solids.12 However,
CPT is inherently an optical pumping process, and henc
inadequate when it is necessary to create a large ampli
spin coherence faster than the excited state decay rate
has been shown to rapidly produce EIT in vapors,11 but re-
quires optical pumping for state preparation in the case
spin sublevels with near equal thermal populations. QB
excite spin coherences more rapidly, but requires broadb
laser pulses and has shown disappointing echo efficie
CRB also has the potential to rapidly excite large amplitu
coherence at low intensity, but has so far not demonstra
excitation of a large-amplitude spin coherence and has
been used to excite spin echoes.

In this paper we report fast optical excitation of larg
amplitude spin coherence using relatively low intensity
sers. This technique relies on the shelving of atomic pop
tion in the excited state via a resonant Ramanp pulse. We
also show that efficient echo generation can be accomplis
by applying a Raman 2p pulse. Although this technique ha
not been previously demonstrated using optical excitat
the p-2p echo model was predicted in QB,13 and it was
experimentally performed in microwave regime.14 The echo
efficiency in this earlier experiment was poor because it w
based on a Raman-like system in which only one of the
electron-spin transitions was allowed.
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~18!/11825~4!/$15.00
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To illustrate this technique in more detail, consider
three-levelL-type system interacting with resonant Ram
fields @see Fig. 1~a!#, described in terms of dark~u2&! and
bright ~u1&! states@see Fig. 1~b!#. These are defined as

u2&5@V2u1&2V1u2&]/V, ~1a!

u1&5@V1u1&1V2u2&]/V, ~1b!

whereV5AV1
21V2

2 and V1 ,V2 are the Rabi frequencie
coupling statesu1&, u2&, to stateu3&, respectively. In the co-
herent state basis@Fig. 1~b!#, only the bright stateu1& is
coupled to the excited stateu3& so that the system behave
like a two-level atom with an additional uncoupled state in
which population can be trapped. The ground state spin
herencer12 can be expressed in this basis as

Re~r12!5@r112r22#/2, ~2!

wherer11 andr22 are the ensemble averaged populatio
in the u1& and u2& states, respectively.

In the limit of long excited state lifetime~or large Rabi
frequency!, the dynamics are simply explained by Rabi flo
ping. In this case, the ground state spin coherence has s
soidal time dependence as shown by the solid curve in
1~c!. Here, equal Rabi frequencies have been assumed
expected, maximum coherence~of 21/4! occurs for an opti-
cal pulse area ofp, which corresponds to zero bright sta
populationr1150. In the opposite limit of fast excited stat
lifetime ~or small Rabi frequency!, the spin coherence gradu
ally increases to its maximum value~of 21/2! as theu1&
state is emptied via CPT. This is shown by the dotted cu
in Fig. 1~c!. An intermediate case is plotted as the dash
curve which shows how the spin coherence evolves when
optical transition has a long excited state population de
time, but short coherence decay time. Here, the spin co
ence initially evolves sinusoidally, but the oscillations ra
idly damp out as the optical coherence dephases.

To understand how resonant Raman excitation can init
rephasing~echoes!, consider an atom left in only theu2& and
R11 825 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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u3& states by the first pulse. Due to inhomogeneous broad
ing on the spin transition, theu2& state will acquire au1&
state contribution with timet according to

uCground~T!&5@cos~dt/2!u2&1 i sin~dt/2!u1&], ~3!

whered is the detuning from two-photon~Raman! resonance
for an atom away from the center of the inhomogeneou
broadened transition. If at timet5T a second resonant Ra
man pulse is applied, theu1& and u3& state contributions are
exchanged by Rabi flopping. After an optical 2p pulse, the
u1& state amplitude is returned to its original value, exc
for a p phase shift. This gives a new ground state contri
tion,

uCground8 ~T!&5@cos~dT/2!u2&2 i sin~dT/2!u1&]. ~4!

It is easy to show that this state evolves to a pureu2& state at
time t52T that is independent ofd, thereby producing an
efficient spin echo. Finally, the excited stateu3& will also
experience dephasing between pulses, especially in the
ence of optical inhomogeneous broadening. However,
will not be rephased by the optical 2p pulse. Thus, even if
the second pulse area is not exactly 2p, the excited state
contribution will not adversely affect the spin echo.

To experimentally observe resonant optical Raman
cited spin echoes, we chose a crystal of Y2SiO5 doped with
Pr31 ions. This material was chosen because the Pr ions h
a relatively long optical and spin coherence lifetimes. T
optical T1 and T2 are 111 and 164ms, respectively, at 1.6
K.15 The ground state spin lifetimes are on the order of 1
s for T1 and 500ms for T2at 5 K.3 For site 1, the optical
oscillator strength of the3H4→1D2 transition at 605.9 nm is
relatively large for rare earth doped crystals, giving an
sorption coefficient as large as 10 cm21.16 The relevant en-
ergy sublevels of Pr31 are shown in Fig. 2. The Raman res

FIG. 1. Resonant Raman field interaction with a three-level s
tem in ~a! bare state basis and~b! coherent state basis.~c! Resonant
Raman field excited spin coherence Re(r12) as a function of the
Raman pulse area:~solid!, G5g50; ~dotted! G5g53V; ~dashed!,
G5V/30 andg5V.
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nant laser fields arev1 and v2 . The field atvR is used to
repump atoms that would otherwise accumulate in the s
labeled u0&. For efficient detection of ground state spin c
herence, a probe beam atvP is used. This probe beam is re
detuned byD51 MHz from the beamv2 and is Bragg
matched to diffract light from the ground state coheren
grating created by the~noncolinear! beamsv1 and v2 ,
which intersect at an angle of about 50 mrad. The diffrac
light vD is then a sensitive measure of the amplitude
ground state coherence owing to enhanced nondegen
four-wave mixing.17 The four applied laser fields are derive
from a single frequency stabilized dye laser using acou
optic modulators~AOM!, driven by frequency synthesizer
as described elsewhere.3 The use of AOM’s makes laser jit
ters correlated so that laser difference frequencies are s
typically down to sub-kHz. To generate pulses, rf powers
the acousto-optic modulators are controlled by rf switch
driven by pulse generators~SRS DG 535!. Typical pulse
sequences begin with a 3 msrepump beam pulse, followed
immediately by the first resonant Raman pulse. The sec
resonant Raman pulse is applied with a variable delay
time T from the first pulse. The first pulse width is 8ms, and
the second pulse width is 16ms. The probe pulse has a widt
of 10 ms, and its delay time is scanned from just before
end of the repump pulse~210 ms delay! to beyond the echo
location in steps of 1ms. The repetition rate of the entir
pulse sequence is 50 Hz. To average out laser jitter effe
thirty diffracted signals are captured by a Boxcar avera
~SRS 250! using a gate width of 5ms positioned on top of
the probe pulse. All laser beams are circularly polarized w
a quarter wave plate, and focused into the sample by a 20
focal length lens. The beam diameters~1/e in intensity! are
;100 mm in the crystal. The size of the crystal is 33634
~mm! with its opticalB axis along the 4 mm direction. Th
crystal temperature is kept at 5 K and the laser propagatio
direction is almost parallel to the crystalB axis.

Figure 3~a! illustrates the typical experimental resona
Raman pulse sequence. As mentioned above, each res
Raman pulse is composed of bothv1 andv2 ,and the second
pulse is twice as wide as the first pulse. Figure 3~b! shows
the experimental spin free induction decay~FID! and echo
signals, as detected by monitoring the diffracted beamvD .
The signal is strong enough to be detected by a photod
instead of a photomultiplier. The pulse separationT is cho-

-

FIG. 2. Energy level diagram of Pr31:Y2SiO5.
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sen to be 1/10 of the spinT2 , and close to the optical popu
lation lifetime T1 . As shown in Fig. 3~b!, the spin echo
efficiency is 21% in intensity, which translates to 46%
amplitude. We found that the echo amplitude is not ve
sensitive to the width of either Raman pulse in the range
5 ms–20 ms. From this, we suspect that the laser jitter
greater than the optical Rabi frequency~to be discussed in
Fig. 4!. The absolute power of the generated signalvD is
;0.1 mW which is;4% of the input probe power. Th
noise in the FID and echo signals comes from both la
intensity and frequency jitter. The broader than expected
signal width is attributed primarily to the probe pulse wid
of 10 ms.

Figure 3~c! shows the theoretical diffracted beam inte
sity (}@Re(r12)#2) as a function of time using paramete
that correspond approximately to the experiment. This ca
lation assumes a closed three-level system with equal in
ground state populations. The excited state population de
rate G is chosen to be 10 kHz which is close to the act
lifetime at 5 K, and the optical coherence decay rateg is
chosen to be 100 kHz which is close to the measured d
herence rate due to the laser jitter. For simplicity, the s

FIG. 3. Resonant Raman pulse excited spin echo at 5 K.~a!
Resonant Raman pulse sequence.~b! Observed echo signals. Th
powers ofvR , v1 , v2 , andvP are 9, 21, 1.5, and 2.8 mW, respe
tively. ~c! Theoretical echo signal intensities forG5V/10 andg5V.
~d! Observed echo signals when the laser powers in~b! are in-
creased by a factor of;2, and beam diameters in the crystal a
enlarged by a factor of;1.5.
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decay rates are set to zero. The spin inhomogeneous wid
chosen to be 15 kHz which is close to the measured va
and is assumed to have a Gaussian line shape. The op
Rabi frequency in the experiment is not known exactly
mentioned above, but assumed to be the same as the
jitter ~100 kHz!. The first pulse width is adjusted to give ap
pulse and the second pulse width is set for a 2p pulse. The
calculated echo efficiency is;18% in intensity, which is
comparable to the experimental value in Fig. 3~b!.

In Fig. 3~d!, we increased laser power by a factor of;2
and enlarged focused beam diameters by a factor of;1.5. At
high power, the laser was unstable so that data acquis

FIG. 4. Numerical calculation of resonant Raman pulse exc
spin echo efficiencies and amplitudes vs the Raman pulse a
Curves in~a! show echo efficiencies for fixed first pulse are ofp.
Curves in~b! show echo efficiencies for fixed second pulse area
2p. Plots in~c! and ~d! show absolute echo amplitude correspon
ing to plots in~a! and ~b!, respectively.V56.283105 radian and
G523104 radian.
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time was shortened by increasing the probe scanning-
increment to 10ms. Due to the discrete probe scanning a
the unstable laser, the noise in the data is larger than in
3~b!. The observed echo efficiency is very high;50% in
intensity. However, the unexpected peaks at;30 ms after
each pulse are still under investigation. The apparent
rower widths of FID and the echo signals in comparison w
Fig. 3~b! are an artifact of the large discrete scanning ste

In Fig. 4, we theoretically analyze resonant Raman
cited echoes in detail. In Fig. 4~a!, the calculated echo effi
ciencies~defined as the ratio of echo to FID amplitude! are
plotted as a function of the second Raman pulse area f
fixed first Raman pulse are ofp. The three curves~dotted,
solid, and dashed! correspond to three different optical ho
mogeneous decay ratesg, as shown. These are chosen so t
g!V, g;V, andg@V, respectively. The curves in Fig. 4~b!
show echo efficiencies as a function of the first pulse a
~second pulse area held fixed at 2p!. The absolute echo am
plitudes corresponding to Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! are shown in
Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!, respectively.

As seen in Fig. 4, the echo efficiency or amplitu
strongly depends on the ratio ofg to V. In particular, Figs.
4~c! and 4~d! show that, when optical Rabi flopping is im
portant~smallg!, the echo amplitude oscillates with a perio
of 2p in the first pulse area@dotted curve in Fig. 4~d!# and
4p in the second pulse area@dotted curve in Fig. 4~c!#. This
is as expected from the physical arguments given ear
ev
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Note that the echo efficiency in Fig. 4~b! appears nearly in-
dependent of the first pulse area, even though the abso
echo amplitude varies considerably. In the case of largeg,
the echo amplitude does not depend strongly on pulse a
This case is analogous to the CPT limit in that the exci
atoms have dephased, but not yet decayed to the gro
states. The fact that the echo efficiency is still close to 2
means that even low-power lasers should give easily obs
able echoes, and therefore be adequate for many app
tions.

In summary, we demonstrated efficient coherence exc
tion and rephasing using resonant Raman pulses in an
cally dense rare-earth doped solid of Pr31:Y2SiO5. We also
showed that the coherence rephasing is very efficient u
the opticalp-2p excitation scheme. By providing high ech
efficiency without the need for atomic state preparation, h
power laser, or long interaction time, this technique offe
practical advantages in applications ranging from high re
lution spectroscopy to high-density, high-speed opti
memory.
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